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Commercial Law and Litigation

Providing Business Litigation Solutions

When disputes occur in business, the Commercial Law and Litigation Group at Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote protects

client interests in and out of the courtroom. Our commercial litigation attorneys try cases and provide litigation

counseling to a diverse group of clients, from small, mid-cap and large corporations to insurance carriers and non-

profit entities, including universities, healthcare-related foundations, and state and local government units. With our

home office in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and multiple offices throughout the country, we provide swift responses to

business client needs and cost-effective solutions that never compromise case strategy. Our clients are part of the

process and take an active role at the negotiation table, trial, arbitration, mediation, and other alternative dispute

resolution proceedings.

Dickie McCamey is honored to be recognized as one of the region’s preeminent litigation firms. The lawyers in our

practice are some of the most experienced trial lawyers in the area, and we are proud of their many

accomplishments, which include induction into the Academy of Trial Lawyers, the International Association of

Defense Counsel, the Product Liability Advisory Council (PLAC), and other peer-selected groups. These attorneys

join with colleagues throughout our firm to provide clients with comprehensive and cost-effective approaches to a

wide variety of litigation matters, including:

Antitrust

Appellate Advocacy

Business Torts, including Interference with Contractual Relations, Unfair Competition, and Trade
Disparagement

Class Action

Commercial Transactions

Contract Disputes

Corporate Law

Covenants Not to Compete and Trade Secrets

Electronic Discovery

Finance Law and Financial Institutions

First Amendment/Defamation

Higher Education

Immigration

Intellectual Property

Lender Liability

NASD/NYSE Arbitration and Mediation

Pharmacy

https://www.dmclaw.com/practices/intellectual-property-law/


Property Tax Disputes

Real Estate

Securities

Steeped in the litigation tradition, our Group brings a unique perspective to a diverse range of litigation and non-

litigation matters. While we are recognized as a top tier trial team, we also serve as a trusted advisor to companies

throughout the course of their business dealings. We leverage extensive insight gained in the courtroom to help

structure and negotiate business transactions that are legally enforceable and avoid potential challenges down the

road.

At Dickie McCamey our objective is simple — we want the best for our clients. Regardless of whether we are at the

negotiation table or at trial, we keep our clients’ goals and objectives in mind. We view every client as a true partner,

and we handle their business as if it were our own, because it is.

For further information on the Commercial Law and Litigation Group at Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, contact Steven
W. Zoffer at 412-392-5497 or szoffer@dmclaw.com; or Michael P. Flynn at 412-392-5419 or mflynn@dmclaw.com.
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